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o. Introduction
As a former member of the special committee that was set up
during the last General Congregation (of the Jesuits) to
prepare on inculturation, I am very happy to take part in the
present international meetinq", Since 1974, indeed, I kept
looking forward to seeing this wonderful occasion. I know we
come

from all

help build

a

over

the world, to listen to

real universal

one another, and so
Christianity, in which all nations

and cultures would feel at home. But to achieve that remote,
yet fascinating goal, every one will need patience,

and

tolerance and charity. Scholars are expected to put aside
distrust or prejudice, and to listen to other

mutual fear,

people, even very different, non-conformist, or as they say,
outspoken. God's glory and humankind's salvation being at
stake, we are not supposed to deliver brilliant diplomatic
to
one
meant
or
stern
another,
speeches
please
pronouncements intended to discourage any step forward,
any challenge to a "de facto" cultural monopoly.
When the Symposium of the Episcopal Conferences of Africa
and Madagascar dared to speak out at the fourth Synod of
bishops in Rome, in October 1974, the official protectors of
Roman catholic orthodoxy and western culture were thrown
into panic. The African bishops were only calling for an
original Mrican theology. They maintained that the so-called
theology of adaptation is completely out of date, and should
be replaced by a theolc,g�i" of incarnation" vrhat we call today,
inculturation. But hardly had they issued their rather
moderate statement, than hell broke loose. A deafening
concert of Cassandras warned against jeopardi7..Jng the unity
and universality of Christianity for the sake of cultural
particularism and nationalism. I wonder if we should not
rather speak of antagonistic chauvtntsm. Nobody is immune
from emotional attitudes, and we should all carefully examine
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our

real motivations, and see whether we not are led by
pride and imperialism, or at least by fear. I mean the

cultural

fear of the unknown which builds walls of defence. Let
chauvinism and touchiness

us say
real among all of us, but
So let us courageously and

are

goodwill and honesty too.
charitably listen to one another.
1.

Universality and Inculturation

1.1.

Universality

in the

Making Implies Pluralism.

The christian message is catholic or universal in the sense
can become meaningful in any human situation or
cultural context. It is meant for all peoples and nations.
that it

According to Hans Conzelmann, Luke's Acts is structured
along a scheme that takes Jesus' message from Galilee to
Jerusalem and eventually to Rome itself, a Lucan symbol for
the world. Now if Christianity, by definition, refuses to
acknowledge boundaries, it cannot bow to a cultural or
philosophical monopoly, even under the pretext of protecting
unity. It is of necessity pluralistic in its expression, since no
human language, philosophy or culture can pretend to match
the infinite richness of the word of God, and to express it in
a way that other cultural approaches become useless or

such

irrelevant. Limited pluralism in theology,
liturgy, is essential for Christianity to be

in canon law, in
itself, in

true to

order to reach all nations in their manifold diversities.

Universality is in the making; it is not a ready made thing
one could point out, or display for everybody to see. It
is but a seminal reality slowly brought into perfection by the
Holy Spirit. Could a standardization of Christianity's
philosophical and theological expression hasten the maturation
of the seeds of unity and catholicity? I doubt it! The reasons
are clear from a few plain facts.
Christianity in the East and West follows the cleavages of
sub-cultural realities. It could be roughly said that Latin
nations are Roman Catholic, Anqlo-Saxons are Protestant,
and Greek and Slavic peoples are Orthodox. This plain
sociological fact should be remembered whenever our foreign
aister=Churches lecture us on unity and universality. If we
that
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look at the official

teachings of most Christian Churches,
pluralism leaps to the eye. The "Summae
the
"Kirchliche
and
other
Dogmatiks"
Theologicae"
monumental works of Western denominational theologies are
but logical systems of thought, kinds of Christian axiomatics,
each one referring itself to Jesus Christ and the New
Testament, each one setting up a religious faith whose
credibility is based largely upon its internal coherence.
Before the breakthrough of Ecumenism, they were Leibnitzian
monads of some sort, with very little, if any pre-established
harmony to make them communicate. Thus the Roman Catholic
Chureh
the Lutheran, the Episcopalian, the Orthodox
Churches, and other denominations enjoy their respective
theological systems which, they believe, provide them with
the best understanding of Christian revelation.
diversity

or

,

,

1 .2. Inculturation of

1 .2. 1.

theology

in Africa

Negative hints from the highest authorities?

To many a theologian in Africa, it seems that the very
phrase "African theology" stirs uneasiness and suspicion
among our sister-Churches overseas. In August 1969, when
addressing the Symposium of African bishops in Kampala
(Uganda) Paul VI acknowledged that the Church in Africa
should not be European, Latin or Oriental but African. It
must be first of all Catholic, that is "entirely founded upon
the identical, essential, constitutional patrimony of the self
same teaching of Christ, as professed by the authentic and

authoritative tradition of the
this first

reply, however,

one

true Church

we come

...

". Granted

to the second.

The

expression, that is the language and mode of manifesting this one faith
be manifold. Hence it may be original, suited to the tongue, the style,
the character, the geni us and the cul ture of one who professes thi s one
faith. From this point of view, a certain piuraiisl is not only legitimate,

may

but desirable

...

In

this sense,

you

may,

and you must

Christiani·ty.2
But the Pontiff dtdnt mention
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The

secretary who drafted the Official Report of the Fourth
Synod of bishops in October 1974 summed up the discussion
on pluralism in theology in just a few lines: "We must offer to
Africans the pure elements of Christianity, common to all
men, and then dress them in African culture. There is indeed

African Christianity, just as there is no European
no
Christianity". Great! But where could one find those pure
elements not yet dressed in any human culture or philosophy?
the Holy
cautioned against
Later
Father himself
on,
jeopardizing "in one way or another the necessary commonio
with other particular Churches and with the Successor of
Peter";" "It would be dangerous, the Pontiff added, to speak
of theologies diversified according to continents and cultures.
4
The content of faith is catholic or is nothing". In late 1975,
Archbishop Benelli declared in Abidjan, while dedicating the
'Institut Catholique de l'Afrique de l'Ouest': "It is absurd to
speak of African theology". He repeated the well known
doctrine about universal theology, and so on, and so forth.
All in all, we do not believe our hierarchical leaders meant
to prevent African Churches alone from inculturating
theology. There is no way to suspect them of such a racial
discrimination, since phrases like "German theology",
"Eastern or Western theology", or even "French spirituality"
are never branded as schismatic or heretical.
They just
cautioned us against the reefs which some of our predecessors
in the profession had run into.
1 2 1. Points of view
.

•

distinguished members of the Association
Theologians, Fr Raymond Panikkar, reflects
the supposedly universal religion required of non-Western

One of the most
of Third World
on

Catholic. How can the Church be
time lock herself up in one culture
and philosophy, exporting and forcing upon all nations
Western culture alongside divine revelation? "The problem of
fundamental theology", Panikkar feels, "cannot be solved by
Churches

to

become

universal and at the

extrapolating
within

a

a

same

set of

propositions which may be meaningful
or religious context, but which are
it."5 According to him,
a
really

certain cultural

irrelevant

outside
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fundamental universal

theology should be

that, rather than clarifying forever its

an

own

house and kin and wanders outside into

a

Exodus

theology

tradition, leaves

"terra

incognita";

in other words, metatheology instead of diacritical theology.
As one might have expected, preventive condemnations of
our

would-be "Third World

deterrents, quickened

our

Theologies",
awareness I

instead of

acting

and confirmed

as

our

dedication to create our own way of theologizing. A highly
important Conference held in Accra �hana) in December
1977, by Third World divines, issued a solemn statement,
defining our aims and method. It is not possible to sum up
such an important document in a few lines. Its main principle
I

is "contextualization":
We believe that African
1 He and cul ture,

theology

and of

a

must be understood in the context of African

creati ve effort of the nations of Africa to

promote a new future, different from the colonial past, and the neo-colonial
present. The African situation requires a new methodology, different from the
leading Western theologies. African theology, therefore, must reject the
prefabricated ideas of North Atlantic theology by defining itself in relation
to the

people's struggles

in its resistance to the structures of domination.

2. Africa's Contribution to Christian Theology
Africa's

contribution to Christian theology, we feel,
treating a set of theological issues vital to us,
so far ignored by Eastern and Western divines.

own

could consist of
but that

2. 1. A

were

Sample of essential issues.

2.1 .1. A

theology of African customary marriage

For.centuries, the Church showed

a wise flexibility towards
regulating marriage, just cautioning
the faithful not to take part in sacrifices and rites overtly
immoral or idolatrous. For centuries, the Church adopted the
kinship computation system of every nation she found herself
in, except in Africa. According to Jan Van Drtessche", the
Roman system inspired the early Church canon lawyers; but

varied customs and laws

the Germanic system had also
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Church law. When the Holy See decided to bring the variety
of kinship computations to some unity, she first adopted the
Roman one in the 7th century, but not everybody accepted it.
It

was

of the

Alexander II who in 1066, despite the strong opposition
Roman faction, succeeded in giving the Germanic

system the juridical monopoly it enjoys up to this day. It was
not drawn from the bible nor from "sacred tradition". Edward
Schillebeeckx maintains that the Church did not always
regard the bride's free consent or even her fiance's as an

validity, especially among the Germanic
required only of the two young people's
families or ethnic groups. Only as from the XIth century did
women's consent begin to be required. Putting into practice
Pope Gregory the Great's principle that the change of minds
and hearts can be only gradual or progressive,
his
successor, Gregory II sent instructions to St. Boniface in
Germany, "With the authority of Apostolic tradition": When on
essential element for

tribes. Consent

was

7

account of illness

a

wife cannot have intercourse with her

husband, and this latter is unable to stand continence, let
him marry another woman. In short, the Church's general
policy was to make hers the nations' laws and customs that, in
her view I were consistent with Christian revelation, or at
least not certainly contrary to it. For centuries she gave an
impressive example of acculturation. But when it came to
preaching the gospel to African peoples, no flexibility was
shown. All their social patterns were condemned as a matter
of course, and foreign social pattems were forced upon them
in the name of Christ.

When I speak of African customary marriage, I am not
thinking only of polygamy. Indeed not all African marriages
are polygamous. I consider first of all the very form of our
marriage, namely, what Africans regard as the essence of
matrimonial agreement between the parties. In other words,
we want the Church to take seriously African customary
wedding, and to acknowledge it as a true, valid and licit
marriage, even if the so-called canonical form has not taken
place yet. By so doing, the Church would pay due respect to
our particular culture, just as it does to European culture.
Its laws regarding the "forma canonica" were enacted only
after centuries of a free evolution of western civilization. Why
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us even under penalty of nullity
evangelical but European? Is it
achieve universality through unilateral cultural

should they be imposed upon
and sin, when they are not

right

to

violence?
A second aspect of the problem is the much debated
question of monogamy and polygamy: how far is monogamy the
law of Christ, and not a mere western social pattern? The
Women
Liberation Movement might reject the issue as
outdated, since, to the mind of most of its members, polygamy
is a shameful system of debasement and exploitation. But such
a peremptory opinion is not held by the great majority of
African women, and r,.·'le definitely reject the assumption that
the western way of life is, in everything, the universal
paradigm for mankind to follow. Therefore, even if a growing
number of educated or liberated women condemn polygamy, its
condemnation by the gospel remains to be established and
proved.

2.1 .2. Bread and Wine for the Eucharist.
Could not a more serious treatment be given to the food and
beverage required for the holy Eucharistic? Our Church
are
leaders
touchy on this subject which is
very
understandable. But this is not a trifling question: owing to
the fact that most sub-saharan countries do not grow corn
and vine, our Eucharistic life depends on a hazardous foreign
trade. Now, if Christ really meant to impose wheat bread and
wine from the vine as the only material fit for the Eucharistic

liturgy, it follows from this
food and drink

divine law that the nations whose

not bread and wine must

change their diet
becOming Christians, or import those food-products from
foreign countries. A holy blessing for foreign exporters
indeed! May be, thanks to the development of international
are

on

trade and transport, bread and wine are today available
over the world. But such a development is not an

almost all

theological argument that, in Christ's view
vine product are the only "materta ad
validitatem".
We should
bring irrefutable biblical and
to
support the assertion.
theological evidence
exegetical

wheat
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2.1.3. Profession of Christian faith and commitment to justice
The 32nd General

the

subject.

commitment

We

to

Congregation sensitized the jesuits

on

reminded not to separate a courageous
social and international justice from the
were

preaching of the gospel. Christians at large, but especially
Catholics can be proud of the way a lot of priests, nuns,
laymen and women, and even bishops in El Salvador,
Zimbabwe and elsewhere implement this heroic programme
even to

the

point of shedding

their blood.

And yet, we lack a serious theological research on the
Christian implications of political domination and economic

exploitation within individual States and in international
relations; colonialism, nec-colonialism, imperialism both
socialistic and capitalistic, of the great powers as well as of
the small ones. Sa far, the only theological and juridical
reflection on these vital problems was tackled by Renaissance
scholars such as Victoria, Sepulveda, Domenico Sato; a
reflection
very
partial and favouring the European
a
rather
outdated
besides,
interests;
conquerors'
contribution. In our time too many people content themselves
with an exchange of emotional outbursts against institutional
injustice or against Liberation theology. We happen to make
ourse! ves at home in situations of injustice, of resentment and
hatred, of "de facto" class war even within the Church and
the religious orders. This massive and scandalous apathy for
justice and love should impress us much more than the
brilliant subtleties in Christology with which a few theology
stars entertain milli.ons of Christians.

2.1.4. African Traditional Religions

religions were indiSCriminately condemned
superficial survey, under the charge of primitive
superstition, idolatry and immorality. Even our medicare was
But
a
wholesale
branded
as
witchcraft
and
magic.
condemnation passed on us by people who did not vouchsafe
Our traditional

after

so

a

much

as

to make distinctions, ·to discern between truth and

falsehood, good and evil, failed to convince us. The result
was and still is a general confusion and uneasiness; a twofold
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parallel behaviour, one officially "Christian", the other.
secretly "pagan". Indeed, good Catholics, even priests,
religious women and men, sometimes sneak into the dens of
traditional doctors, or take part secretly in traditional
worship and sacrifices.
Except for a hasty ethical assessment and a juridical
provision, little was done to provide a biblical or theological
grounding to so vital a problem. We know of a few
"concordist" essays on the so-called stepping stones or
African
between
presumed similarities
Religions and
But
a
reflection
based upon
Christianity.
genuine theological
biblical scholarship, Christian revelation and social sciences

'or

is yet to be tackled,

or

beginning. Now, only

such

free

millions

of

at least
a

seems to be at its very
serious and honest research will

consciences

doomed

to

hypocrttical
prohibitions imposed by
another culture. Only Christ's truth will make them free, and
take off their back a burden the Holy Spirit never meant to
lay upon them (cf Acts 15:28).
One might object that classic topics of systematic theology
like the Trinity, Christology, Justification and the like, are
omitted in favour of a crude anthropocentrism that mistakes
religious anthropology for theology. But our sample of
priorities do not exclude other essential issues. Furthermore,
a great authOrity such as Karl Barth rejected what he called
the anthropocentric theology of the Liberal School and the
natural theology of Aquinas. But for his part, Karl Rahner
believes "Dogmatic theology today must be theological
anthropology, and such an anthropocentric view is necessary
and fruitful". For it will not be "possible to say something
about God theologically without thereby automatically saying
8
something about man and vice versa"
an

with interdictions and

,compliance

.

3,. One Concrete Example

-

African Customary Marriage

Reoonaider'ed

•

•

African

Churches

are

able

to

measure

up

to

the

most

exacting requirements of the gospel, and their faithfulness to
canon law is remarkable. They are not advocating exemptions·
or general dispensations from the Constitution of the Catholic
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Church. But they believe a theological reflection taking into
account our social and cultural context is badly needed here.
3.1. Mricans and the Canonical Form of
The

Church

for

a

long

Marriage

resented

time

but

tolerated

To check them, it was decided in the

"clandestine

marriages".
henceforth, Christian wedding should
liturgical service. Nevertheless, only
permissibility (liceitas) was involved. The sacramental reality
of marriage did not depend on this late ritualization. Things
changed, at least theoretically, when the Council of Trent
issued in 1563 its Decree
Tametsi"
Clandestinity, that is
failure to marry before an official acknowledged by the
Church, invalidated marriage between baptized people. It
took a very long time to enforce the new pronouncement on
most people. In 1908 the Holy Office felt obliged to issue
XlIIth century that,
take place during a

"

.

another decree,

apparently

"Ne temere"

While African theologians
the

to

revive the old one,

with

more success.

existing

or canon

lawyers cannot challenge

concerning the effect of the canonical
they cannot either ignore what is going on

Church law

form upon validity,
in their own society. They cannot ignore that to Africans,
children, and above all male children are the Number One end
of marriage. Something like a tacit condition is included
therefore in any wedding arrangement: "I marry this woman
if she

can

give

me

children"

or

"since she

can

give

me

Furthermore, marriage is not concluded in one
formal and determined act, say a bilateral contract between a
children".

boy and a girl; but in a long process of agreement between
contracting parties, namely the two families or clans.
During the period in which the agreed upon dowry (economic
compensation) is paid by the fiance, marriage has begun to
take shape, and the fiance become more and more husband
and wife.
When we call this, premarital sex or a state of
concubinage, it is in reference to the 1908 decree "Ne
the

..

Temere"

.
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3.2. Cultural change

was

mistaken for conversion unto Christ

Leslie
human

Newbigin believes "monogamy is God's will for the
family". "All conversion has ethical contents but

conversion

is

event

an

which

is

more

than

its

ethical

To be converted is to be brought into that
implications
personal relationship with God who is the author and ground
of my being
Therefore, when we "identify conversion with
...

n

...

a

decision to act in

polygamy,

or

certain way, whether it be in a matter of
slavery, or segregation, we leave the order of
a

grace and freedom, and go into the world of legalism and

bondage" .9
While I take exception to the implication that my personal
attitude towards social patterns such as polygamy, slavery or
segregation has nothing to do with the order of grace but
belongs in the realm of law, I approve of Newbegin's general
thesis. For if polygamy or apartheid turns out to be against
the taw of justice and love, my repudiating them becomes an
of
the
seriousness
of
conversion.
essential
test
my

Nevertheless,

the

compulsory

shift

from

polygamy

to

monogamy imposed on African converts as an indispensable
condition for baptism seems a tragic mistake. To most of them
the shift was a mere cultural change, from African to
European way of life, a passage to European civilization more
than a real, internal conversion unto Christ.
Furthermore, its moral implications are dreadful. Whatever
the superiority of the monogamic union, be it Christian or
not, it cannot pretend to abrogate the laws of non-christian
societies: "What have I to do with judging outsiders. Is it not
those inside the church whom you have to judge?" (lCor.
5:12). Hence the so-called extra-wives of a polygamist are
legitimate wives in his society and religion. Therefore the way
they are expelled is tantamount to a generalized repudiation
of a society's practice. Paul III, in the Apostolic Constitution
"Altitudo" of 1537, taking his stand on I Cor. 7 and on Roman
law, decided in favour of the faith: when a polygamist cannot
remember which one of his wives was the first, let him pick
anyone, enter into a contract with her and be baptized. Thus
the legitimate wife happens sometimes to
be divorced
notwithstanding her willingness to live with her convert
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husband,

her

rival

being favoured by the man's real

fictitious

V
Pius
poor
memory.
Constitution "Romani Pontificis",

known

Piana", which states: Even if later
Christian

another

and

woman

holds and the

married

that

one

"in

forma

1571

in

,

on,

,

as

issued

"Constitutio

the husband

canoica"

or

the

recalls

now a

it

was

his first, the Christian marriage
concluded before conversion is dissolved!
was

respect and obey the two papal decisions, but we find
no arguments to answer those who brand the whole practice
as sexist, unjust and uncharitable. Only the male's soul is
cared for; the so-called extra-wives can go to hell, become
another polygamist's extra-wives or become prostitutes. The
We

Church is not bothered. The poor women made a covenant in
good faith and in conformity with the customs and laws of

society and religion. Determined rights and duties
arrangement: namely, mutual love, stability
and
material security, procreation and rearing
psychological

their

own

arise from this

�

of children. But "for the sake of the

gospel",

in the

name

of

the God of Jesus Christ, the God of justice, love and mercy,
in cold blood and serene mercilessness, we chase them away

overnight, and deprive them of
husband,
supposed

their

children,

of

every human right, of their
their livelihood! All this is

to be done "for the sake of the

biblical foundation of the above mentioned

gospel", but the
pastoral approach

is rather weak.
To be sure, a few biblical scholars acknowledge they do not
a clear condemnation of polygamy in the New Testament

find

they pretend it is implicit there. They like to display an
impressive panoramic view of marriage from its alleged
monogamic institution by God, to its monogamic repriStination
by Christ, through centuries of less and less tolerated
pOlygamy. John Mackenzie maintains that the Jewish tradition
in Genesis contested polygamy, presenting "a monogamous
relationship as instituted in creation", and describing
10
"polygamy as a part of the deterioration of mankind".
Stanislas de Lestapis the patriarchal and
According to
nomadic family in Abraham's time was polygamiC or even just
polygynic, with a conjugal love rather uncouth, lacking
jealousy and tenderness. After the exile, polygamy was little
practised, and the reform of Ezra will be the decisive step
but
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forward, bringing marriage back to its original monogamic
fresco
character.
this
wonderful
is
Unfortunately,
because irrelevant texts detached from their
historical and cultural context are put together and read
against a Greco-Roman and Western background. In Israel,

misleading,

even a

proved

monogamist

potential polygamist in case his wife
him
no male children. What is more,
gave
somewhat compulsory polygamy under the levirate
25: 5ff) .11 We do not pretend polygamy is warmly

barren

there was a
law (Deut.
commended

was a

or

by Holy Writ, but it is nowhere directly and
clearly. condemned.
As regards Jesus' mind on monogamy, the sophisticated
interpretations of the famous "exceptive clause" in the
Synoptics make it rather little clear. (See Mt. 5: 31-32 and
CX)rresponding pericopes In Mk an Lk). All in all, according
to

brilliant

Catholic and

Protestant
in

N. T.

who
mentioned

scholars,

personally reject polygamy,
pericopes
above, Jesus spoke of and against simultaneous polygamy. He
said nothing either of or in favour of monogamy. Therefore,
in this matter, our pastoral approach (as far as non-christian
people are concerned) should be more cautious and tolerant.
3.3. An Abortive Attempt of

a

the

Pastoral Approach

The way our customary marriage is dealt with by the
Church is embarrassing to most lay people. They simply do
not understand wby innocent wives should be expelled
overnight, deprived of tHeir husband and children, uncared
for as regards their salvation except for a verbal and

hypocrttical provision such as "Go now and try to find
another man whom you III marry in church". Most of them are
scandalized and disgusted. The same poor pastoral approach
becomes more and more embarrassing to a lot of concerned
bishops and priests, both native and foreign as they realize
the absurdity and cruelty of their present policy" A few
courageous men try to do something about it, but they receive
little encouragement from higher authorities.
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3.3. 1. A praiseworthy effort, killed too early
Ten years ago, the Liturgical Committee of the Diocese of
Doume (Cameroon) circulated an interesting dossier for the
renewal of pastoral theology on African Christian marriage.
The document was aiming at some kind of recognition of our
tradition in the matter. It pointed out the effects of the rigid
application of the canonical form. Indeed, on account of heavy
and
(economical, personal) often
grave circumstances
independent of the fiancees' free will, these latter are
condemned to an indefinite period of total continence. If�they
decide to live together, they can no longer receive the
sacraments. "Thus", the dossier remarked, "marriage has
become an exclusively ecclesiastical business, a ritualized
thing. The natural right of any individual to conclude a valid
marriage was limited for baptized people by a Church ruling.
And so, the juridical aspect of the institution was over-stated
the human reality of marriage."
to the detriment of

Consequently, the dossier suggested that a Christian couple
sincerely planning to marry in church as soon as their
parents will let them, be admitted to the sacraments of
Reconciliation and Eucharist if they ask for them.
The missionary bishop of Doume agreed with the Committee,
but he cautioned against exaggeration and scandal. As for the
native archbishop of the country, he made a hell of a row,
pretending that foreign missionaries fostered horizontalism
instead of verticalism. He charged them with setting up an
inferior Christianity-for-Africans, as if Africans were not
able to measure up to the most exacting gospel requirements.
The missionaries had no choice but to stop their interesting
research.
Sure enough,
individual bishop or even
no
Conference
is
entitled
to change or put aside a
episcopal
catholic law, but they are supposed to help change it for their
people's sake. They cannot, in cold blood turn their back on
distressing situations where no divine precept is involved! We
are not supposed to
preach a cheap Christianity or to
adulterate the word of God in order to please people, but we
must show love and mercy towards everybody, even with
those whom

we

call sinners. The Lord will touch their heart

and win them to himself

through

our

charity and respect
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rather than

through

policy of holy

our

terror.

3.3.2. A timid suggestion
I would like to

quote here

a

few lines from the

stinging

article of James Downey against those who advocate charity
and tolerance towards Christian polygamists:
At the riSK of

the

reason

presenting

which

for

a

might sum up as follows
in
favour of allowing
compelling

caricature, he wrote,

lany

is

lOSt

one

membership of the Church. The Church is the instrument of the
Christ.
She channels that grace especially through the sacraments.
of
grace
It goes without saying that all Christians, not least the weaker members have

polygalists

to

need of these

of grace

There are lany who have a sincere desire to
of
Christ through his Church, but who are at
saving power
frol
so
because of a regulation which, through no
present precluded
doing
fault of their own, they cannot obey. Indeed their only sin is that they have
leans

...

avail of the

been faithful to their
Now

own

cultural

patrilony

12
....

Downey maintains that this argument, though sound,
only partial. "It rightly visualizes the Church as a
manifestation of the priestly office of Christ". But, to him,
the prophetic role of the Church is not taken into account. He
reminds us that in the Old Testament "prophecy was a special
gift from God, in virtue of which its recipients, critical of
religious formalism, looked for a future kingdom of justice and
peace. Ap.plying this principle to polygamy, Downey affirms
that "the Church has obligations which transcend the
individual, obligations to society, and a duty to proclaim the
truth". Since those who call for a change in church discipline
admit that polygamy is not the ideal proposed by Christ, let
fhern also admit the demands of the prophetic ministry, namely
f'i
Christian marriage be, not just a means of grace for
that':
Indrvidual christian couples, but also a leaven within society,
13
In other words,
whether that society be christian or not".
let the Church be more flexible in her own regulation as
reg'al'ds the canonical form, and let her pay due respect to
African traditional marriage.
is

66

Universality

in

Theology and Inculturation

4. Conclusion
After this

rapid survey, it might be clear by now, how
the unity and universality the Church so
ambiguous
advocates.
There is a continuous sliding from
firmly
Revelation and Faith to Theology and social organization and
vice versa. While the adhesion to the word of God taught by
the Church is "de jure" one and universal, the philosophical
and cultural formulation of Christian faith is, of necessity and
"de facto" multifarious, because no philosophy and no human
culture enjoy the absoluteness of the word of God.
Thanks to the Apostles' vigilance, the Christiafiization
process in Europe was spared a Judaizing stage. They were
lucky enough to receive almost separately a reliqtonmoulded
in Jewish culture, and a Hellenistic philosophy from a:'pagan
world. So no culture or philosophy was imposed upon
European young Churches indissolubly woven with the
Christian faith. They were spared a mere transplantation of
a ready made semitic Christianity
of a wholesale package of
theology liturgy, discipline, laws and customs. Such a
situation was auspicious for native cultures and philosophies
to offer a significant contribution.
The outcome was a
Christianity really indigenous in its expression, but at the
same time
rooted in the one Apostolic faith. This is a
wonderful example of a successful inculturation or incarnation
of Christianity.
some
Christian
kind
of unity in
nay
universality,
theological expression is no doubt essential. But it won't be
achieved through theological tricks, threats or enticements,
because it is a-spiritual gift from on high. It requires on the
part of our older Churches, not imperialistic short cuts or
sabre rattlings ( "Submit to our Western universal theology or
be anathema!"), nor unconvincing sophistry (Aristotelian or
Thomistic philosophy is the basic perennial philosophy of
but
humility, patience,
humankind),
spiritual power:
tolerance, willingness to admit that something relevant will
are

t,.

I

I

come
no

from the Galilee of the Third World communities. We have
a healthy pluralism, that is a healthy

choice but to admit

inculturation

of

inculturation is

Christianity;
theology.

and

the

essential

field

of
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